Regulations

This permit not valid:

A — For any occupation other than delivering or selling and delivering newspapers, shopping papers, or periodicals to customers at their homes or places of business.
B — For any employer other than an approved newsdealer
C — During the hours that minor is required to attend school
D — Before 6 a.m. or after 7 p.m.
E — For more than 4 hours on a schoolday, or more than 5 hours on a nonschoolday
F — For work as a helper on a motor vehicle delivering newspapers.
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Newspaper Carrier Permit

Employer: Do not acknowledge this permit if it has been altered or defaced in any manner. Before allowing minor to work, identify the minor presenting the permit as the minor named thereon. Return permit to minor. Permit is nontransferable and must be carried by minor when working.

BARDEEN'S INC., EAST SYRACUSE, N.Y.